Central Area Education Advisory Council  
Dulaney High School  
September 24, 2009 at 7:00 p.m.

- Meeting Minutes recorded by Sharon Elliott  
- Social Networking Presentation by Jason Slanga  
- Attendees: please refer to accompanying attendance sheets

**Opening**
- introduction of new area superintendent: Barbara Walker  
- upcoming dates and topics: 11/19 College Planning with Chip Saltzman; next meeting is prebudget meeting (operating budget)

**Primary Presentation: Social Networking by Jason Slanga**
- teacher/webmaster for DHS  
- discussion on social networks, cyber bullying and sexting  
- general guidelines: what do you share; who can see it; what do you see  
- blogs: blogger; wordpress; live journal  
- social network guidelines  
- refer to attached social networking sources and suggested sites list and accompanying bibliography